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Advokátní kancelář Kříž a partneři s.r.o. was established in 1991 as an association of individual 

attorneys and today it has the form of a limited liability company with three partners.

Advokátní kancelář Kříž a partneři s.r.o. (AKKP) law firm has rich experience in providing legal 

services and is currently one of the leading law firms in the Czech Republic. The AKKP team

comprises of more than 15 experienced attorneys who do not only excel professionally, but 

also in terms of fluency in foreign languages. Thus AKKP is capable of providing all legal 

services in Czech, Slovak, English, German and Russian as well as in other languages, if 

required. Most of AKKP’s attorneys have studied abroad and a considerable number of them 

also have legal experience not only as attorneys, but also in other areas of legal practice. This 

team of AKKP’s attorneys can provide clients with legal services on the highest professional 

level with the use of rich experience from all aspects of the legal profession. Some of AKKP’s 

attorneys are counted among the leading Czech experts in certain legal fields such as labour 

law and intellectual property law and in recent years they have obtained several prestigious 

awards in these legal fields.

AKKP provides complex legal services to local and international clientele throughout the 

spectrum of the segments of valid law. AKKP provides legal services comprising of the 

preparation of legal documents and other legal acts as well as the legal representation before 

general and arbitration courts. AKKP does not only represent clients before general and 

arbitration courts, but also during negotiations with state authorities and institutions.

AKKP uses its profound experience from activities oriented on the negotiation of disputed 

issues, both in the contractual phase and in attempts at an amicable solution to disputes with 

the goal of preventing litigation. AKKP always carefully and responsibly considers the 

possibilities of the solutions to problems, including the time and expense factors of eventual 

court proceedings. AKKP offers its clients comprehensive solutions: we use the expert 

knowledge of a team of specialists from various legal fields and we take all the aspects of the 

client’s assignment into consideration. Together with an individual approach to each client, 

we guarantee the shortest path to the resolution of the client’s problems.

FIELDS OF LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY AKKP:

Mergers, acquisitions and transformations | Litigation (arbitration and judicial proceedings) | 

Intellectual property rights and other rights to intangible assets | Labour law and collective 

bargaining | Public contracts | Economic competition | Power engineering | Commercial law: 

contracts and company law | Real estate | Bankruptcy | Family law | Administrative law | Tax 

and financial law including banking | Criminal law
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AKKP is a member of the International Practice Group, which includes dozens of law firms, tax 

and audit consulting companies from several countries around the world. AKKP can offer legal 

services not only in terms of Czech law, but through its participation in the International 

Practice Group AKKP is able to provide legal and tax consulting in most EU countries and other 

countries around the world such as U.S., Russia or China, thereby competing with 

international law firms.

AKKP is the only law firm in the Czech Republic that is a member of the ICC Counterfeiting 

Intelligence Bureau / division of the International Chamber of Commerce specializing in the 

fight against counterfeiting.

In addition to the legal services commonly provided to clients, AKKP also prepares regular 

information on significant changes to legal regulations for its clients. The majority of AKKP’s 

attorneys are also very active in other legal activities, such as in the form of frequent 

publication in Czech and foreign trade journals and other periodicals or by participating as 

lectures or co/organizers in a wide range of specialized conferences and seminars in the Czech 

Republic and abroad. AKKP’s attorneys also provide expert opinions in a wide variety of legal 

fields on the grounds of their academic backgrounds. AKKP’s team also includes authors of 

treatises from the area of the theory and practice of copyright law, labour law, the law on the 

protection of personal rights, advertising law and other legal fields. Several of AKKP’s 

attorneys are active as arbitrators at the Arbitration Court attached to the Economic Chamber 

of the Czech Republic and the Agricultural Chamber of the Czech Republic.




